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Introduction

“… a microcosm of the traditional financial and blockchain ecosystems. It refers to a stack of
applications running primarily on blockchain technology to create multiple types of financial
services and products. DeFi is promoted as the means of empowering users and developers
to create unique peer-to-peer experiences that would, otherwise, rarely happen in finance
due to the nature of stringent regulations.”
Furthermore, dGen identifies the main components of DeFi as being permissionless, censorship resistant, fluid and final, and programmable. Its applications use stablecoins and digital assets and stacks to
provide asset liquidity through lending, trading and leveraging.

Some of the current challenges with Defi include:
⊲ A steep learning curve for new and average users is apparent, as many tools are quite complex even for
the average user. The amount of research and new learning requires a considerable amount of time to be
invested. Additionally, users find that they need to accumulate very current and technical knowledge to
stay abreast of new strategies.
⊲ Transaction fees are on the rise. This is mostly due to the high amount of mining traffic on the Ethereum
chain, as it comprises roughly 89% of DeFi holdings. While Ethereum has been successful in reducing
processing times for its smart contracts over the years, yield farmers still need a cost-effective platform
with to interact.
⊲ The DeFi space is in its infancy and by its very nature prone to fragmentation and inefficiencies. Many
DeFi projects run on different Blockchains, which at times can make it challenging to determine which
DeFi applications will interface with different blockchains across the spectrum of offerings. Consequently,
this makes it difficult for investors and users to fully understand the differences between Defi applications.
⊲ Ongoing, and sometimes real time, attention is necessary to manage portfolios and maintain desired profitability. Investors and using need to stay vigilant of new opportunities and discerning defunct strategies,
i.e., platforms such as, Uniswap, tend to change reward pools on a regular basis. Users need to recognize
that their strategies may change as a result.
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Introduction
Platform Development Background
UFX (United Farmers X) was established in the Netherlands in early 2021, under the name United Farmers Finance. It late 2021, the team decided to rebrand, replacing the finance with X to denote the project’s evolution towards a own blockchain, and eventually an exchange. The web-based platform allows
investors (users) to connect their cryptocurrency wallets and offers tools for yield farming, staking funds
in liquidity pools and exchanging or swapping between cryptocurrencies. The platform is also available
for other token projects to pair with UFX tokens in joint (partner) yield farming.

Mission
et’ss get united!”
“L
“Let’
The creator team wanted to develop a project that was different by providing the investor with transparency and safeguards to prevent rug pulls, scams and market disruption from whale investors. They are
committed to bringing innovation and fairness into the crypto currency community.

“The project has come from our minds after being scammed and rugged over many different
times, wherein devs have not done anything as promised, left the community hurt by launching new projects which were not thought through. Dumping their income on the community
on selfish grounds is a significant factor in jumping from one project to another.”			
-Patrick Klarenbeek, Creator

Further to this mission, the team is focused on uniting farmers around the globe, by giving them their
own named ecosystem and bridging agricultural commodity producers into an electronic form of farming
(seeding and harvesting) money.

Vision
As mentioned in the mission, the team is working to leverage the benefits of yield farming and other DeFi
investing strategies and bring this to local agriculture (farmers). The creator’s vision is to create an ecosystem for farmers to 1) easily access the UFX token and use it for transactions in their respective communities with vendors; 2) provide a loyalty rewards platform for agricultural input and service vendors;
and 3) provide a platform for farmers in distressed areas of the world to receive relief through donations.
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How Does UFX Benefit you?
⊲ UFX platform uses the Blockchain Infrastructure. The UFX system integrates blockchain technology to
provide unique software for crypto currency investors. UFX is on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). BSC has
gathered significant momentum in terms of both user activity and the total value locked in their on-chain
platforms.
⊲ The platform uses an Automated Market Maker Model (AMM). Using this approach means UFX does
not maintain an order book such that when a user places a trade, they will have to wait till they are
matched with another user with the same trading pair preference. Instead, our users will trade against a
liquidity pool.
⊲ The platform has liquidity pools (LP) which allow users to invest digital assets and earn yield. The advantage of being a liquidity provider is you earn a APR (Annual Percentage Rate) on your share in the pool.
Trading fees are 5%. 1% goes to NFT Holder, 4% goes to (93% of the 7% goes back to the Liquidity pool).
Thus, as a liquidity provider, the inves-tor earns more through increased yield. With UFX Liquidity Pools,
the investor can stake UFX/BNB, and other crypto currency assets, such as BUSD, all only with native
token UFX.
⊲ The platform provides the investor with an opportunity to stake UFX token (UFX) and earn ROI. Investors can buy UFX through the AMM and stake on our DApp. There is no minimum required holding. The
rewards are based on fair calculation of liquidity in the pool based on pankcakeswap1. No lockup requirements and no limits to the amount of tokens for staking. Unstaking (done at any time) will result in a
penalty of 8% deducted from total LP amount withdrawn.
⊲ The platform will offer cross-chain exchange. The team is planning to implement a bridge so users can
transfer tokens from one chain to another. But for now, UFX tokens are a BEP20 token (ERC20 is Ethereum).

Why Consider UFX?
Creator Team is a Doxxed Team
In order, demonstrate their commitment to upholding investor trust and confidence, the Creator Team
has decided to provide transparency for investors, and invite discussion about the project. Many projects
seem to cloak their key players with ammonify, which makes it difficult for an investor to conduct reliable
due diligence on a project. The Creator Team have been subject to scams, rug pulls and investor whale
disasters and want to build a platform that stands apart from the dark side of DeFi.

1 https://docs.pancakeswap.finance/products/yield-farming
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The Creator Team

Patrick Klarenbeek:
patrick.klarenbeek@unitedfarmers.finance
Creator, CEO,
Netherlands

Diego van Winkel:
diego.vanwinkel@unitedfarmers.finance
Core Team Member,
CFO, Belgium

Cleo Wayway:
cleo.wayway@unitedfarmers.finance
Core Team Member,
COO, Alberta, Canada
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Token Use Cases
Yield Farming
Recently, the “Yield Farming” trend has gained popularity. The DeFi protocols available on the UFX platform allow passive income (yield)over time to be generated from crypto assets. This is accomplished by
using investing strategies that combine borrowing and lending options.

Staking Pools
As mentioned earlier, the platform offers several LP staking options, including UFX/BNB and other crypto
currency assets like BUSD .There are no minimum time blocks for staking. However, a 8% penalty
applies if assets are unasked at any given time, which will be deducted from the withdrawal amount.

Agricultural Ecosystem Development
The vision for the extensive use of the UFX tokens is for the token to be adopted by agricultural inputs
and service vendors and the individual producers in the communities they service. Part the adoption will
be achieved through a points wallet application (currently in development) which will allows vendors to
reward producers for purchases by funding their wallets with UFX tokens and/ or points. The tokens, or
points, can then be redeemed at participating vendor for purchases or payment on account, exchanged
for fiat funds, invested in yield farming or pools or donated to various vetted agricultural relief projects or
individual farmers. UFX is currently piloting this project in the Punjab region of Northern India, where
farmers have been severely affected by high input prices, which has led to high suicide rates amongst
farmers. Additionally, the team is developing a low-cost loyalty pilot program for agricultural vendors in
Canada and the United States in order to encourage the use of cryptocurrency as a medium of
exchange in the industry. Once, these loyalty programs are established for farmers, the team expect to
release cus-tomised versions to other sectors.
As part of the team’s mission, UFX has partnered with charitable organizations to support the current
relief efforts aimed at helping distressed farmers in the Punjab region of India. A portion of the loyalty
points purchased is designated to support those efforts.
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Clear Rules for DEX (Decentralised Exchanges)
The Creator Team has recognised the problem of hacker exploitation and has carefully developed (and
continues to refine) a set of comprehensive and documented rules for interaction with the decentralised
exchange apps. This benefits the investor with an extra degree of security from current exploitation
schemes of whale dumping and out of control AI (artificial intelligence) bot trading.

UFX DEX (Decentralised Exchange)
Some decentralized exchanges have been criticized for not being 100% decentralized, lack clear rules
and poor documentation (especially with unstaking fees and penalties). The UFX team recognizes this
problem and is committed to providing transparency of its team, protocols, fees and policies. It is important to note that the UFX Platform and protocols are not a legal entity that could be considered a trust, as
the protocol is not controlled by a legal entity and therefore cannot be viewed as a principal.
As part the project, the UFX team is developing a decentralized exchange to ensure the best possible
strategies for trading. Matching applications and order book functions are in development, using the UFX
Mask.

Low Fees for Yield Farming
This project is built to bring back the trust to the crypto community, and with this honesty, the team will
ensure to help investors to make sound returns. There are no fees for staking, harvesting, compounding
or yield farming. However, yield farming carries an unstaking fee.
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United Farmers X Services (DApps)
The suite of decentralized applications offered by UFX provides the investor with additional strategies in
obtaining consistent passive income, through borrowing, lending and trading activities.
Users of the UFX platform receive a form of interest in exchange for lending locked in digital assets into
a smart contract. Rewards form part of the interest or yield received from these transactions. The UFX
platform supports multiple DeFi protocols, thereby allowing its users it offers users several options for
strategically managing their assets and smart contracts.

Automated Market-Makers
One of the key applications of the DeFi stack is Automated Market Makers (AMMs). The application
involves using the decentralized exchanges to allow users to earn fees when other investors trade using
their deposited liquidity. In February 2022, UFX is releasing a farm with FanCentric, of Houston, TX,
with the symbol $FANC and providing yield farming investing services for the following pairs: 1) $FANC –
UFX; and 2) $FANC – BNB.

Multi Layered/ Multi Chain Bridges and Coin Swap
The platform will allow users to “bridge” different protocols and leveraging automated market-making
tools to facilitate borrowing and lending transactions.

Liquidity Pool Migrator
This tool will allow current investors with funds in other platform’s native liquidity pools to transfer over to
the UFX native pools with minimum disruption.
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Tokenomics
Token Symbol: $UFX
⊲ Decimals: 18
⊲ Contract Address: 0xCe2392BD358233796e60719a31B87E113Ce76F8d
⊲ Chain: Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
⊲ Emission Rate: 1 UFX/Block
⊲ Hard Cap: 250,000,000 $UFX
⊲ Listing Price: $0.05

Transfer Fee
⊲ Total Transfer tax: 5%
⊲ NFT Wallet Holders: 1% of Total Transfer Tax
⊲ The remaining 4% will be distributed:
⊲ Liquidity Holding: 93% of total Transfer Tax
⊲ Fee wallet: 7% of Total Transfer Tax will go Fee Wallet to invest in new features and future projects

Un-stake Fee
⊲ Total Transfer tax: 8%
⊲ Liquidity Holding: 50% of total Unstake Fee
⊲ Fee Wallet: 50% of total Unstake Fee:
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Rules and Restrictions on Trading
Anti Whale Policy
To control the devasting effect a large single investor can have by disposing significant amount of assets,
the UFX team has created governance rules to mitigate this common problem.

Maximum Unstake on LP Pools
The UFX Platform requires a maximum of 15% limit for investors to unstake their LP. This is designed to
avoid whales from withdrawing their LP assets at once. Investors with more than 15% of the total pool
supply will not be allowed to withdraw above 15%.
Further restrictions on unstaking pools include:
⊲ Investors can unstake a maximum of 15% of the total supply from the LP pool invested in.
⊲ It is encouraged for investors to keep farming to cover the unstake fee. For example, Pancakeswap does
not allow investors to sell more than 15% to avoid price impact.

Maximum Cap Holding
Additionally, to mitigate “whale holders”, investors are restricted from holding more than 3% of the Hard
Cap. As this is the maximum calculated in the maximum Hard Cap, an increase to the maximum holding
rate is not required.

UFX Coin Availability
The UFX coin is designed to be used across multiple Blockchain networks to provide services for as
many users as possible. The following networks are expected to be the initial networks on which UFX is
deployed

Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
BSC has gathered significant momentum in terms of both user activity and the total value locked in their
on-chain platforms. The UFX team is working on integration with BSC-based DeFi platforms and release
a BSC-compatible UFX coin.
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Roadmap
Q1 2022:
⊲Proof-of-concept
⊲UFX NFT Release 91/2)
⊲Pink-sale (sold-out within 48 hours)
⊲Public Sale

Q2 2022:
⊲ UFX Casino Open
⊲ UFX Farm and Pool Open
⊲ Vaults
⊲ Direct Exchange (buy UFX directly from developers
⊲ Release first partnered farm
⊲ Release UFX Lottery
⊲ Zap
⊲ Implement UFX Brand Ambassador Program
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Contact Us
Email: info@unitedfarmers.finance
Website: https://unitedfarmers.finance

Telegram
https://t.me/united_farmers_xv2

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/unitedfarmersfinance/

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/united_farmers_x/

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/united-farmers.finance/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/UnitedFarmersX

DTube
https://d.tube/#!/c/unitedfarmersfinance21

Minds
https://www.minds.com/unitedfarmersfinance/

Steemit
https://steemit.com/@unitedfarmersf

Discord
https://discord.com/b48fEuUNAQ

TikTok
https://www.tiktok.com/@unitedfarmers.
finance
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Disclaimers
Excluded Jurisdictions
Licenses and approvals are not assured in all jurisdictions. The investor is encouraged to check with
state regulations concerning any restriction imposed on cryptocurrency trading. UNITED FARMERS X
(UFX) intends to operate in full compliance with applicable laws and regulations on a best effort basis.
Where activities require, regulatory licenses and/or approvals will be obtained, however it is not possible
to guarantee that such licenses or approvals will be acquired within a particular time frame. Therefore,
the projects and initiatives outlined in this document are not guaranteed and no person makes any representations, assurances, or warranties that any such jurisdictional approvals/ licenses will be obtained
within any timeframe. UFX will endeavor to apply best efforts to maintain sustainability through the
phased implementation of project(s), with the intention of reducing regulatory risk. During certain stages of development, the project may rely on relationships with certain licensed third-party organizations.
Should these organizations not be properly licensed/ loose license in a relevant jurisdiction, this may
impact the ability of UFX to rely on the services of the organization.

Restricted Transmission
This whitepaper must not be taken or transmitted to any jurisdiction where distribution or dissemination
of this whitepaper is prohibited or restricted.

Seek Independent Advice
It is encouraged that investors seek independent financial, tax and legal advice prior to making any
investment decision. This document is not to be construed as investment, financial or trading advice, nor
is to be taken as trading recommendation by United Farmers X, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of investing in UFX tokens
nor should it be relied upon in connection with any other contract or purchasing decision. Investors are
encouraged to seek the counsel of a lawyer, accountant, tax professional and/or any other professional
advisors as necessary prior to determining whether to invest in UFX tokens.

Not a Prospectus or Solicitation of a Sale of a Security
This document is not a prospectus and thereby, not an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy
any security, investment products, regulated products, or financial instruments in any jurisdiction. UFX
coins are not sold as securities. Investors/ holders of UFX tokens are not entitled to any rights in UFX or
any of its affiliates, including any equity, shares, units, royalties to capital, profit, returns or income in UFX
or any other company or intellectual property associated with UFX.
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Disclaimers
No Representations, Warranties or Assurances Given
No representations, warranties or assurances have been made to the recipient of this whitepaper or its
advisers as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express
or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any interested party or their advisers.
As the UFX tokens are under development and systems are regularly updated, including but not limited
to key governance and technical features, no representations are given that if and when the UFX projects are completed, they may differ significantly from the description set out in this document.
No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any plans, future
projections or prospects and nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future.
To the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable
or not and whether or not UFX has been advised of the possibility of such loss or damage) which may
arise from any person acting on any information and opinions contained in this whitepaper or any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence,
default or lack of care, is disclaimed.

Reliance Third Party Data
This document may contain data and references obtained from third party sources, in the normally
course of research, and where applicable have been duly cited. However, information and data cited
from third parties has not been audited by any independent body, including professional accounting,
tax, legal, information technology and engineering professionals for verification. UFX does not provide
warranties or assurance on this data. The investor is encouraged to conduct further research as to the
accuracy and completeness of the information provided by third parties.

Other Risk Statements
Several key risks have already been outlined in this document. As DeFi is in its infancy. It is also subject
to scrutiny by certain regulators in various jurisdictions, as well, exploitation by cryptographic currency
hackers. Investors are encouraged to understand the risks of investing in cryptographic currency and
platforms, especially for the tax treatment of proceeds in the investor’s jurisdiction and the risk of loss of
assets from future regulatory restrictions. The investor should be aware that there is no remedy for loss
of investment and should invest once the risk is well understood and not invest for speculative reasons.
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Glossary
DApp
A DApp is an open-sourced, decentralized application run on a blockchain. It is generally incentivized
and operates according to a community established protocol.

AMM
Automated Market Makers facilitate the trading of digital assets in the form of liquidity pools. They are
smart contracts that determine rates of exchange using set mathematical algorithms.

DEX
DEX is a decentralized exchange. A DEX is a virtual marketplace created to facilitate peer-to-peer cryptocurrency transactions outside of any centralized banking institutions or regulations.

UFX Token
An UFX token is a unit of cryptocurrency issued by the United Farmers X DApp.

Liquidity Pool
A liquidity pool is created when digital currency or tokens are pooled and locked into a smart contract.
The liquidity pool is then used to facilitate trading in DEXes.

Staking
Staking is the process of locking digital assets into a target location (or wallet) for a specified time. The
locked assets bolster the security of some blockchains and can generate a relatively low risk passive
income for the staker.

Yield Farming
Yield farming is investing cryptocurrency in DEXes. Trades take place in a permissionless environment
which entails great risk while also yielding enormous possible rewards.

Passive Income
Investors in cryptocurrency can earn passive income through staking, yield farming, and mining. These
allow pooled assets to earn interest and provide the investor with rewards.

BSC Binance Smart Chain
BSC is a blockchain protocol that runs parallel to the Binance blockchain. It supports high performance
DApps that can easily interact with other blockchains, including Binance and Ethereum.
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Glossary
BEP20
BEP20 is the standard BSC (Binance Smart Chain) token.

BNB
BNB is the token of exchange created for and used on Binance, which is currently the largest cryptocurrency exchange in the world.

Impermanent Loss
Impermanent loss occurs when assets deposited into a liquidity pool fluctuate. As assets are added to a
pool, their value can change as the formula maintaining the pool balances out the values of the assets in
the pool.

DAI
DAI is a stablecoin based in Ethereum. It is a cryptocurrency tied to the US Dollar in value so as to increase its liquidity and usability.

Whales
A whale is a person or entity that holds a large share of a particular cryptocurrency. These large holdings enable them to manipulate markets and cryptocurrency valuations.

Bots
Trading bots are essentially programmable pieces of software that can move in the cryptocurrency
markets on behalf of investors. Bots enable investors to take advantage of changes in the market the
moment they happen and can also facilitate high frequency trading.

Solidity
Solidity is Ethereum’s programming language used to develop smart contracts.

APY
APY stands for Annual Percentage Yield, which means the projected annual rate of return on
invest-ments that earn compound interest.

Vaults
Stake UFX and earn with a APY BUSD (stable coin)
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